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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we introduce the concept of an exoskeleton as a new abstraction of arbitrary shapes that

succinctly conveys both the perceptual and the geometric structure of a 3D model. We extract

exoskeletons via a principled framework that combines segmentation and shape approximation. Our

method starts from a segmentation of the shape into perceptually relevant parts and then constructs the

exoskeleton using a novel extension of the Variational Shape Approximation method. Benefits of the

exoskeleton abstraction to graphics applications such as simplification and chartification are presented.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Shape abstraction is a topic common to art and science. Not
surprisingly, computer graphics has investigated shape abstraction
intensively for a wide range of purposes, including animation [1,2],
shape matching and retrieval [3], modeling [4,5], editing [6,7], and
non-photorealistic rendering [8,9].

Abstracting a shape amounts to constructing a depiction that
reveals the shape’s key structural parts [10]. Existing techniques
address the extraction of shape abstractions in two complementary
trends: geometry-driven approaches produce detailed shape
abstractions by either extracting feature lines or fitting geometric
primitives, while perceptually driven approaches detect meaningful
spatial parts used to derive skeleton-like representations. Notably
lacking is a shape abstraction that combines the advantages of both
geometric and perceptual methods, resulting in a representation
that contains both local (feature) and global (structural) informa-
tion (Fig. 1). This intermediate abstraction would however have
numerous benefits in graphics applications, including mesh sim-
plification, user-guided texture mapping, structure-aware remesh-
ing, and high-order surface fitting.

1.1. Goal and contributions

The goal of this work is to construct shape abstractions that
concisely capture both the global structure and the geometric
ll rights reserved.
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complexity of 3D shapes. To this end, we present a principled frame-
work that combines part-based segmentation and geometric approx-
imation. The resulting abstraction consists of a sparse network of
curves bounding disk-like patches. We call such a network of curves an
exoskeleton since it resembles the skeleton of a shape except instead, it
lies on the surface (Fig. 2). We perform the abstraction of a shape in two
stages: we first segment the input mesh to identify structural parts; we
then use these parts as priors to guide the extraction of a network of
curves. Our extraction algorithm is implemented as a simple, yet
powerful extension of the variational shape approximation (VSA)
method [11] that weighs principal curvature lines based on structural
priors—we will denote this novel structure-aware VSA method
‘‘S-VSA’’ (Figs. 6 and 7).

We will use the term perceptual in our work to stress that our
approach is inspired by research in perception, in particular by the
idea that the human visual system understands shapes in terms of
parts [14–16]. Guided by this observation, we design our technique
by exploiting parts of a shape as a means to encode its global
structure. While we will show that the output of our algorithm
seems to agree with human visual perception, we expect that each
component of our approach can be revised or reworked as more
becomes known about how people understand shapes.

Our method is general and can handle man-made as well as
organic shapes. While man-made models usually have a few
dominant sharp features that can be conveniently used for shape
abstraction [17], general shapes can be abstracted in many
different ways. For instance, the torso in Fig. 4 can be abstracted
by stressing either its bounding box or its symmetry planes. The
decision of which abstraction to use is very domain-dependent.
To deal with this complexity of shape abstraction, we introduce a
select and propagate scheme that extracts features part by part.
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1.2. Outline

In the remainder of the paper, we first discuss previous work on
shape abstraction and introduce the key definitions and concepts
that underlie our approach. We then present the algorithm to build
exoskeletons and showcase how our shape abstraction can depict
very different classes of shapes. Finally, we illustrate how the
exoskeleton benefits traditional partitioning and simplification
schemes as example applications.
2. Related work

To motivate our approach, we present a brief overview of the
various techniques related to shape abstraction that have been
proposed over the years.

Artworks: Artists such as Alexander Calder and Pablo Picasso
have used networks of wires and strokes to create abstractions of
3D shapes. These networks, in general, describe a shape by out-
lining its structural curves, including silhouettes, joints and limbs.
Our work draws motivation from artworks and depicts a 3D shape
by combining structural regions and principal curvature lines.

Conveying shapes: Non-photorealistic rendering methods have
introduced a wealth of visual cues to help depict shapes [8,9]. Cues
can be either view-dependent such as silhouettes [18], suggestive
contours [19] and highlights [20] or intrinsic such as ridges and
valleys [21,13,22]. In both cases, feature lines are computed
individually generating an unstructured and scattered set of
curves. Our method, on the other hand, proceeds globally by
extracting interconnected curves that balance out local features
and global structure of the shape.
Fig. 1. Abstraction. Existing techniques abstract 3D shapes either by highlighting its

structural parts [12] (left) or detecting scattered feature lines [13] (right). Our

exoskeleton strikes a balance between global structure and geometric complexity

through a concise curve network abstraction.

Fig. 2. Exoskeleton. Building upon a part-based segmentation of a 3D model (left), our a

extension of the Variational Shape Approximation method [11] (center left). The bounda

level abstraction that concisely conveys the defining characteristics of the input geometr

providing a good handle for further editing, texturing, and animation. From the exoskelet

resembles the initial geometry (right).
Approximation: Shape approximation is a common approach to
provide a description with a small number of geometric elements. The
QSlim method [23], for instance, simplifies a shape by collapsing edges
in regions of low curvature. Other methods proceed in a multi-
resolution fashion [24–26] or by face clustering [27–29]. The VSA
method [11], in particular, performs a global energy minimization by
fitting planes that best match the shape anisotropy and has been
successfully applied for the abstraction of man-made objects with few
predominant sharp features [17]. However, approximation techniques
are poorly descriptive when a very low polygon count is reached: Lee
et al. [30] point out this limitation and propose a perception-based
saliency measure to achieve better visual approximations. Our
approach mixes part-based segmentation and geometric features to
achieve a similar goal.

Atlases and remeshing: Other topics within computer graphics have
proposed various approaches to shape abstraction as a means to
achieve particular applications. For instance, a large number of
techniques have been proposed to generate a texture atlas that
resembles how artists would intuitively cut the shape, hence segment-
ing the surface in a particularly relevant manner. Most approaches
partition the surface guided by parameterization distortion measures
[31–34]. Semantic information is often added through user interaction
to unwrap a surface [35,36], or extracted automatically in the restricted
case of coarse quadrilateral input meshes [37]. Similarly, remeshing
often targets properties such as orientation, alignment and regularity as
a means to recover meaningful and visually pleasing features of a shape
[38–41]. However, most of these methods require significant user input
to guide the remeshing process or they fail to capture the structure of a
shape with very low polygon count.

Skeletons and part-based segmentation: In the last decade, a
broad variety of techniques has been presented to extract skeletons
from 3D shapes [42]. Examples of such techniques include mesh
contraction [2], Reeb graphs [43], and volumetric analyses [44].
Particularly relevant to our approach, skeletons can be extracted
from part-based segmentation methods [45,46]. These methods
decompose shapes into meaningful parts, mimicking how our
vision identifies salient parts. However, the perceptual relevance
of a region is highly subjective and application-dependent. Con-
sequently, different categories of objects have received distinct
segmentation criteria. Articulated bodies, for example, can be
decomposed into rigid parts, while furniture and cutlery are usually
segmented into convex components. In order to exploit the
growing spectrum of segmentation criteria, we let the user pick
any segmentation method as the building block of our
algorithm—and then enrich it by constructing an exoskeleton.
3. Definitions and concepts

As our goal is to provide 3D shape abstractions that strike a
balance between compactness (number of curves), global structure
pproach decomposes a shape into patches through S-VSA, a novel structure aware

ries of the resulting patches form the exoskeleton of the shape (center right), a high-

y. This exoskeleton proves to be enough to capture the structure of the model, thus

on alone, a soap film attached to it (i.e., a minimal surface inside each patch) closely
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and expressiveness, we first need to discuss the various notions of
features that will drive the construction of exoskeletons.
3.1. Types of features

Predominant features of a given shape are commonly recog-
nized as singularities in the normal field of the surface. These
geometric features are closely related to principal curvature lines
and indicate local anisotropy. Examples include sharp features,
ridges, valleys, and separatrices [21,13,22]. Hereafter we refer to
this type of features as normal-based features.

Other characteristic curves enclose structural regions and are
equally important to our apprehension of a shape. Their exact
definition, however, is perceptually driven and depends on the
targeted application. For this reason, we refer to them as perceptual

features. In articulated bodies, for example, these curves corre-
spond to body articulations and can be computed using rigidity
measures [47]; for mechanical parts, they contour shape primitives
and can be identified through geometric fitting [28,29]. Perceptual
features are, more generally, shape characteristics whose relevancy
cannot be detected solely by normal discontinuities and thus
require either additional geometric criteria or a priori knowledge.
3.2. Notion of shape exoskeleton

Our approach abstracts 3D shapes by merging perceptual and
normal-based features into a network of curves we call the
exoskeleton. Intuitively speaking, this abstraction is similar to a
shape skeleton as it provides a concise representation of the shape,
but with the significant difference that it lies upon the surface,
providing a scaffolding of the relevant regions. An exoskeleton
strikes a balance between local and global descriptions: at a fine
scale, the exoskeleton depicts shape details using features such as
prominent ridges, valleys, concavities and protrusions; at a global
scale, however, the exoskeleton preserves the shape structure,
connecting relevant features and leaving out local idiosyncrasies
(see Fig. 1).

The construction of an exoskeleton seeks a compromise
between expressiveness and simplicity of the shape abstraction.
We balance these conflicting aspects inspired by evidence from
cognitive science [14–16] that human vision recognizes shapes in
term of perceptual parts. Our work starts with this simple premise,
and computes a network of features in two sequential stages: we
first derive perceptual features from boundaries of structural parts,
and we then detect normal-based features connecting adjacent
perceptual features.
Fig. 3. Exoskeleton properties. Left to right: Abstraction of the dinosaur model; Orientatio

spaced features oriented to curvature lines. Orthogonality: Normal-based and perceptual

curves do not exhibit undesired visually distracting fragmentation (as demonstrated by
3.3. Exoskeleton properties

In order to enhance the structure of our exoskeletons, we define
a small set of properties we wish to respect. We form a shape
exoskeleton through extraction of normal-based features that favor
orientation, regularity, continuity, and orthogonality of the resulting
network (Fig. 3):
�

n an

fea

the
The orientation condition indicates that normal-based features
should be mostly along principal curvature lines, to highlight
the anisotropy of the surface.

�
 Regularity imposes that normal-based features must be well-

spaced and adapted to the local surface anisotropy. This
condition results in a density of features proportional to the
local complexity of the shape.

�
 Continuity favors the placement, in the network structure of the

exoskeleton, of long curves that encode the structure of the
shape. We promote continuity by biasing our placement of
normal-based features based on their positions in adjacent
perceptual parts, i.e., we try to extend existing features as much
as possible.

�
 The orthogonality condition controls the angle in which normal-

based features intersect perceptual features. In order to convey
a strong visual cue of the shape and its volume, the two types of
features are forced to be as orthogonal as possible to each other,
thus forming a near-orthogonal network.

It is worth pointing out that the properties above are simply one
possible model to guide the extraction of curve networks. In our
approach, these properties proved to be adequate as they result in
visually pleasing exoskeletons.
4. Algorithm

We now describe our framework to construct exoskeletons of
3D shapes (see Fig. 5 and the supplemental video for an overview of
the basic flow of our method). Our approach is efficient and flexible,
fulfilling the properties we previously mentioned in two stages: we
first segment the shape to find the main perceptual features; based
on these perceptual features, we then extract the exoskeleton
through a variant of the VSA algorithm.

4.1. Perceptual features via part-based segmentation

The first stage of our algorithm detects perceptual features. In
the last decade, a large spectrum of approaches has been proposed
d Regularity: patches are formed following the shape anisotropy, placing well-

tures are preferentially placed in orthogonal directions. Continuity: Exoskeleton

spine-aligned curve), and thus highlight the global structure of the shape.
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to extract salient regions of various categories of 3D models. As the
notion of perceptual features is highly subjective and depends on
the application being sought, a segmentation method typically
selects different criteria such as convexity (e.g., for furniture and
cutlery), slippage (e.g., for mechanical objects), or rigidity (e.g., for
articulated bodies), based on the final goal (see [45,46] for a
thorough survey on segmentation). Given these criteria, the
segmentation algorithm clusters triangles of a mesh into parts.
In order not to restrict our shape abstraction framework, we remain
agnostic as to which method or criteria are used (and in fact, we will
perform our exoskeleton construction based on several different
segmentation techniques in Section 5): we simply use the resulting
segmented regions as building blocks for the next stage of our
algorithm. Perceptual features are defined hereafter as the bound-

aries between each pair of adjacent segmented regions.
4.2. Normal-based features via ‘‘select and propagate’’

The second stage of our algorithm starts from the segmented
regions and further extracts normal-based features of the shape.
From a given segmentation, one can design various exoskeletons
that emphasize different aspects of the shape: for instance, the
torso in Fig. 4 can be abstracted either through its bounding box or
its symmetry planes. This diversity of abstractions stems from the
fact that the relevance of normal-based features is fundamentally
application-dependent.
Fig. 4. Select-and-propagate. We provide a flexible mechanism to emphasize different asp

hand, the resulting exoskeleton exhibits clothing seams; (B) if the order is reversed, th

Fig. 5. Exoskeleton algorithm. From a segmentation decomposing a shape into percep

perceptual parts in a directed graph (center). The boundaries of these patches compose
To exploit and disambiguate different abstractions of a shape,
we introduce a select and propagate strategy that computes normal-
based features incrementally by propagating features extracted in a
region to its neighboring regions. As shown in Fig. 5, each extraction
of normal-based features in a segmented region R will end up
partitioning its perceptual features @R into arcsAi that we will call
priors. The setA¼ fAig of these priors will then be used as boundary
conditions for the extraction of normal-based features for the
neighboring regions.

Extracting normal-based features within a segmented region is
achieved through a modification of the VSA method as described
next. Our version combines the set of priors A with the VSA
(normal-based) planarity metric L2,1 in order to segment R into
patches that strike a balance of the four global properties of an
exoskeleton as listed in Section 3.3; we then identify the normal-

based features as the boundaries between pairs of adjacent patches.
The select-and-propagate strategy introduces an extra degree of

freedom to our framework: from a given segmentation, we can now
change the order in which the regions are processed to create
different exoskeletons. In Fig. 4B, for instance, we handled the
regions starting from the extremities to create an abstraction that
reveals the symmetry axes of the shape. In Fig. 4A, on the other
hand, we reversed the processing order of the segmented regions,
resulting in extracted features akin to bounding boxes. Even though
an interactive process can easily be implemented to guide this
ordering, our experiments have shown that simple automatic
heuristics, such as rooting extremity segments and applying a
ects of the shape: (A) if the segmented regions are ordered from the abdomen to the

e exoskeleton stresses symmetry axes instead.

tual parts (left), our algorithm constructs patches incrementally, organizing the

a network of curves that follows perceptual and normal-based feature lines (right).



Fig. 7. Attachment step. We incorporate priors in the S-VSA method by initializing a

segment with one patch per prior (A) and by computing a harmonic function for each

prior (B). The pseudo-colors in (B) indicate the function values decreasing from red

to blue. At every S-VSA iteration, we also perform the attachment step by tracing the

isocurve corresponding to the function value at the seed triangle (as indicated by the

curve and triangle in red) and marking the section of the patch that goes from the

prior arc to the isocurve (C). This section is then kept fixed in the next flooding step

(D). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)
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breadth first traversal on the remaining segments, are sufficient to
achieve the results presented in the paper (see Section 5 for details).

4.3. Variational shape approximation with perceptual parts

We now discuss how we find normal-based features from the
existing priors of a segmented region.

Original VSA method: Variational shape approximation [11]
consists in finding the best-fitting planes to approximate a shape
by minimizing the L2,1 metric between a set of plane proxies and
the surface, hence capturing the anisotropy of the shape with
optimal asymptotic behavior. Applied to a segmented region, the
result decomposesR into patches fPig associated with their proxy
planes fPig. Algorithmically, the minimization is tackled by succes-
sive iterations alternating shape partitioning and plane fitting. Each
iteration reduces the approximation error between patches and
planes in three steps. First, each patchPi is seeded with the triangle
si that best fits the plane Pi. Then a flooding process is launched
from the seeds to greedily generate new patches that minimize the
metric distortion with respect to the planes. Finally, the planes are
updated by computing the closed-form optimal fitting for
each patch.

Incorporating priors: Our modification to the VSA method seeks
to find patches tilingR and complying with the global properties of
an exoskeleton. We achieve these properties by combining the L2,1

metric with the constraints imposed by perceptual features: while

the L2,1 metric provides orientation and regularity, we use perceptual

features as priors to incorporate orthogonality and continuity. Fig. 6
illustrates the effects of these properties in our S-VSA method.

We represent priors and normal-based features of a triangle
mesh by a simple list of adjacent edges. We say that features are
fragmented when normal-based features do not intersect prior arcs
at their endpoints, as they harm the continuity property of the
exoskeleton (Fig. 6B). To avoid fragmentation, we must ensure that
all edges of a prior belong to the same patch. We incorporate this
condition into the VSA method through a harmonic function hi

computed for each prior Ai. Such a function satisfies the Laplace
equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions based on Ai:

DhiðpÞ ¼ 0, pAR\@R,

hiðpÞ ¼ 1, pAAi,

hiðpÞ ¼ 0, pA@R\Ai:

8><
>: ð1Þ
Fig. 6. S-VSA. Given segmented parts (A), the VSA method [11] generates frag-

mented features affecting the global structure of the shape abstraction (B). Our

modified S-VSA method recovers the shape structure with two simple operations:

we introduce the attachment step in order to force the continuity of feature curves

(C); and we extend the L2,1 metric based on boundary priors to favor near-

orthogonal curves (D).
The harmonic function hi represents the equilibrium of a diffusion
process with sources in Ai and sinks in @R\Ai, and therefore
decreases smoothly away from the prior Ai (Fig. 7B). Numerically,
these functions correspond to solutions of sparse linear systems
using the well-known cotangent coefficients [48].

Based on these harmonic functions, we force the continuity

property inR by keeping each priorAi assigned to a fixed patch Pi

(Fig. 6C and D). To this end we initialize the VSA method with one
patch per prior (Fig. 7A), and introduce a new step within each
iteration (Fig. 7B and C). We call this new step the attachment step

and apply it at every VSA iteration between the seeding and the
flooding step. Its purpose is to mark the triangles of Pi close to Ai

such that they do not change patch in the next flooding step. We
mark a triangle t with tag i if tAPi and hiðtÞZhi ðsiÞ, where hi(t) and
hi ðtÞ are the maximum and the average of hi in the triangle t,
respectively, and si is the seed of Pi. Note that this region
corresponds to the section of Pi that goes from the prior arc Ai

to the isocurve hi(si).
Modified flooding: During the flooding step, we cluster the

triangles inR into new patches through a region growing process.
From each seed si, we insert its three adjacent triangles in a priority
queue with a label i and with a priority equal to the metric
distortion between each triangle and Pi. As in VSA, the flooding
is performed by repeatedly popping the triangle with the least
distortion until the priority queue is empty. For each triangle t

with label i popped out from the queue, we check two conditions:
(1) t has not been assigned to any patch and (2) the attachment tag
of t is nil or equal to i. If both tests are true, then we add t to Pi and
push its unlabeled neighbors to the priority queue with tag i.
Otherwise, we simply go to the next triangle in the queue.

Modified metric: The flooding procedure is responsible for
effectively placing the normal-based features in R. The location
of the features is determined according to the metric distortion. Our
use of the L2,1 metric tends to place normal-based features in
anisotropic regions, thus enforcing the orientation and the regular-

ity requirements (Fig. 6C). However, to also induce orthogonality,
we modulate the L2,1 metric by the harmonic functions to obtain a
new metric:

L2,1
S ðt,PiÞ ¼ ð1�hiðtÞÞJNt�NPi

J2At , ð2Þ
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where NPi
is the normal of Pi (best-fitting plane of Pi), Nt is the

normal of triangle t, and At is the area of t. L2,1
S balances shape

anisotropy and proximity to priors, and consequently, will bias the
placement of features to be along curvature lines that cut adjacent
priors perpendicularly (Fig. 6D).

Further considerations: The method we described so far creates a
number of patches in R equal to the number of priors. In order to
make our method more flexible, we provide two additional
operations to control the number of patches. As done in [11] to
increase the number of proxies, we insert new patches in R
incrementally using a farthest-point sampling heuristic. For each
insertion, we first find the current patch with maximum L2,1

distortion. Then we pick the triangle not adjacent to the prior arcs

with the worst error and use it as an initial seed for the next
flooding. This will add a new patch in the most needed part ofR. On
the other hand, if we wish to reduce the number of normal-based
features, we perform a simple merging procedure. For each pair of
adjacent patches in R, we simulate a merging of the two regions
and compute the resulting L2,1 average error. We then greedily
Fig. 8. Comparing chartification. Our S-VSA creates charts particularly intuitive and geom

second row: MCGIM [32], IsoCharts [33], D-Charts [34], and S-VSA.

Fig. 9. Comparing simplifications. Exoskeletons may be used to create very coarse meshes;

results are more stylized, the dinopet simplification still results in a symmetric Hausdorff d

0.7% for QSlim, respectively).
merge the pair with the smallest error. Note that the merging
procedure does not affect the location of the remaining features,
and thus preserves the compactness of our shape abstraction.

We also investigated mechanisms to better deal with near-
planar regions: in such cases, the metric L2,1

S may not be sufficient to
reveal visually relevant features. We solve this potential issue by
adding the harmonic functions hi as a balancing term to the flooding
distortion of Eq. (2):

L2,1
S ðt,PiÞþað1�hiðtÞÞ: ð3Þ

where a is a user-defined constant. If the value of a is large, we
generate patches equidistant to the priors resembling a Voronoi-
like decomposition. We used Eq. (3) with a¼ 10 in Fig. 4B to
emphasize the symmetry axes of the torso model. For the other
examples, we kept a equal to zero.

We summarize our S-VSA method in Algorithm 1. The under-
lined parts indicate our modifications to account for segmented
regions; note that our approach reduces to the original VSA method
if a region has no prior.
etrically relevant. First row: VSA [11], IsoCharts [33], WYSIWYG [37], and S-VSA;

from left to right: VSA [11], QSlim [23], and our S-VSA (same # of triangles). While our

istance of 0.7% of the bounding box, while the phone is at 1.2% (compared to 0.3% and
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Algorithm 1. Pseudocode of our S-VSA method.
Input: Mesh region R and priors A
Output: patches fPig
1
 foreach AiAA doj

2

3

compute harmonic function hi create patch Pi
4
 repeat�

5

6

7

8

seeding step

if Aa| attachment step
flooding stepfitting step

����
9
 until convergence
10
 if R is not segmented enough then$

11

12
insert patch

goto line 4
13
 while R is over-segmented do

14
 b merge a pair of patches
5. Discussion

In this section, we describe our experiments on the extraction of
exoskeletons and discuss some of our implementation decisions
and their respective limitations.
5.1. Implementation details

Our implementation follows the algorithm described in Section
4: we first decompose the shape into perceptual parts and then
extract features using the S-VSA algorithm. For the select-and-
propagate scheme, we implemented a GUI that allows the user to
pick a few perceptual parts to be processed first before propagating
the resulting priors to the neighboring regions using a breadth-first
traversal. For all the examples shown in this paper, we used 3–6
clicks (typically, at the extremities of the shape) to select the roots
of the breadth-first traversal. For the S-VSA algorithm, we allow the
user to prescribe a desirable number of patches in each mouse-
selected part and we propagate these numbers for the remaining
segments of the shape. If necessary, the user can also update the
number of patches in any particular part using insertion and
merging operations as discussed in Section 4.3. These simple
implementation decisions proved sufficient, and our typical ses-
sion took less than 2 min on a 2.4 GHz machine with 2 GB RAM to
generate an abstraction for meshes of 30 K vertices. Refer to the
accompanying video for an interactive session performed using our
system.

Similar to the VSA method [11], our approach cannot guarantee
convergence to the global minimum of the metric distortion.
However, since our modifications to incorporate priors restrict
the space of solutions, we observed in practice a fast convergence to
local minima taking in average less than 25 S-VSA iterations. In our
experiments, these local minima proved adequate for our abstrac-
tion and, therefore, we did not use region teleportation [11] in any of
our examples.
Fig. 10. Comparing segmentations. From different part-based segmentations, our

method produces consistent results revealing the global structure of the 3D shapes.

For the giraffe model, we used three different human-generated segmentations

available in [46]. For the tyrannosaur model, we used a segmentation obtained in

[12] and one manually designed.
5.2. Results

To demonstrate the versatility of our approach, we computed
exoskeletons for a variety of models. Fig. 11 showcases results for
organic and man-made models, with concise abstractions containing
10–100 curves. We display each individual curve of the network by
fitting a cubic Bezier curve in the least squares sense, offering a curve
representation of the abstraction that removes minor artifacts
(e.g., jagged edges) inherited from the input mesh tessellation.

As opposed to Mehra et al. [17] that only handle man-made
shapes, our framework is flexible and adaptable to different
applications and classes of objects as we do not restrict our method
to any particular segmentation criteria. To further demonstrate this
point, we experimented with several segmentation techniques,
including the segmentation benchmark available in [46] and recent
results obtained in [12,49]. In Fig. 10, we show side by side
exoskeletons extracted from two sets of segmentations. For the
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giraffe model, we computed exoskeletons using three distinct
human-generated segmentations available in [46]. For the tyran-

nosaur model, on the other hand, we used the segmentation
obtained in [12] and a manual segmentation. While we notice
slightly different exoskeletons (since they come from different
perceptual features), in both cases we obtain a very consistent and
visually pleasing global structure.

5.3. Applications

Our exoskeletons may improve a wide range of geometry
processing algorithms. Applications include editing [6,7], modeling
[4,5], quad remeshing [40,41] and high-order surface fitting
[50,51]. We now discuss some of the benefits of our exoskeletons,
in particular to traditional partitioning and simplification schemes.

Texture atlas: In Fig. 8, we compare the patches generated by the
S-VSA algorithm to existing chartification techniques. While state-
of-the-art approaches aim to create patches with low distortion
parameterization, our method finds the relevant features and
highlights the structural aspects of the shape. Consequently, our
results present a more natural set of patches that resembles how
artists unwrap 3D shapes. While we are not directly targeting low
parameterization distortion, our results are on par with current
methods: using the parameterization scheme presented in [52], we
found our quasi-conformal errors to be typically within 1.5% of
recent published results for a comparable number of patches.

Simplification: We also used our exoskeleton to extract a very
coarse version of the input mesh. To this end, we triangulated our
patches using the constrained Delaunay triangulation proposed in
Fig. 11. Exoskeleton gallery. Resulting abstraction for various 3D shapes. Left to right: per

network of feature curves.
[11]. Fig. 9 compares our simplified meshes to meshes obtained by
QSlim [23] and VSA [11]. Our approach creates a rather stylized
simplification, doing a much better job at highlighting the sym-
metries of the shape. Additionally, because our method involves
perceptual regions, we can always preserve structural parts of the
mesh even under extreme simplification. Note, for example in the
dinopet model, that the QSlim method eventually reduces the hand
to a simple triangle, while S-VSA naturally maintains its structure.
Nonetheless, QSlim outperforms our approach in terms of compu-
tational time and symmetric Hausdorff approximation error.
5.4. Limitations

The main limitation of our framework to abstract 3D shapes lies
in its inability to automatically deal with the combinatorial number
of orders in which perceptual parts can be organized by the select-
and-propagate scheme. Although we provided a few basic auto-
matic orders that turned out to be appropriate for a large range of
shapes, it remains unclear how to pick the best order for a specific
application—in fact, it is not even clear that there is a notion of best
ordering, as it is not only application-dependent, but most likely
user-dependent. As a future work, we plan to investigate how the
perceptual parts influence the relevance of feature curves. Note
that preliminary results have already been presented for 2D shapes
[10]. In this work, however, we took the pragmatic standpoint that
a one-size-fits-all approach can be generated if needed, but that a
minimalist interactive user input is the best way to go in practice.
ceptual parts obtained through segmentation, patches extracted by S-VSA, and final
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6. Conclusion

We presented a principled and versatile algorithm for the
creation of 3D shape abstractions. The resulting representation
uses a network of perceptual and normal-based curves that capture
the defining characteristics of the input geometry, and provides a
structure aware abstraction of the input surface. Our method
combines shape approximation and part-based segmentation to
get the best of both approaches, and can be directly used for editing,
charting, texturing, and simplification of 3D models.

For future work, we intend to combine our exoskeletons with
editing systems such as FiberMesh [6] and iWires [7]: we believe
that the balance of coarseness and global structure of our abstrac-
tion can provide significant benefits towards intuitive handling of
3D shapes, especially for organic models. In the same direction, we
plan to revisit methods like [53] where fair surfaces are designed
using curve networks as geometric constraints. Investigating the
similarities between our exoskeletons and the way shapes are
described in modeling systems such as ILoveSketch [4] and Every-
bodyLovesSketch [5] is also of interest. Another potential avenue is
to relate the principles behind our exoskeleton construction to the
Gestalt theory of perception [54]. Furthermore, the distinction
between normal-based and perceptual features in our work could
be exploited to define new analytic tools to evaluate shape
properties such as parallelism, symmetry, and hierarchy of
perceptual parts.
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